News Beyond the Binary

Bisexuality in the News

‘Good Trouble’ Co-Creator on Why Gael’s Bisexuality Is a Big Deal (Exclusive)
https://www.etonline.com/good-trouble-co-creator-on-why-gaels-bisexuality-is-a-big-deal-exclusive-117385

Everyday bisexuality in video games
Fragments of Him developer Mata Haggis-Burridge on why non-hetero characters should be defined by more than sex

Anna Akana opens up about bisexuality after coming out at the Streamy Awards

From duplicitous villains to fleshed out characters: is TV finally getting bisexuality right?

The Good Place star confirms long-held theory on Eleanor’s bisexuality
https://www.gaystarnews.com/article/the-good-place-eleanor-bisexual/#gs.uZVfQd3A

Selected Articles and Chapters on Bisexuality in the Recent Literature


